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INTRODUCTION
We have got interested in this topic 
beacuse of different aspects. The main 
one is that though Australia and the 
United States are close allies, enjoying a 
strong relationship based on shared 
interests and cultural affinity, they have 
visible differences in how they speak.



The project goal
The goal of our project is to explore and 
present the main differences between 
American and Australian dialects of English in 
order to improve the linguistic and cultural 
literacy of project participants.



The relevance of the project

Understanding 
dialect 

differences can 
increase the 

effectiveness of 
communication 

between speakers

Knowledge of the 
specifics is useful 

for working in 
these countries

Understanding the 
cultural 

differences and 
features of 

American and 
Australian 
societies

We can dive 
deeper into 

learning English

Communication 
improvement

Travelling
Working 
abroad

Cultural 
literacy Education



Project realisation steps

Exploring

the 

topic

Collecting 

the 

needed

informatiom

Planning

and 

preparing

materials

Preparing 

the 

presentation



Pronounciation 01
Losing “g”

The sound /ŋ/ at the end 
of a word is pronounced 
like a regular /n/.

02
“EI” to ”AI”

Approximation of the 
diphthong /ei/ to /ai/. For 
instance, a mate sounds 
like [mite].

03

No “æ”
Australia foreigners can 
breathe a sigh of relief, as 
they don't like pronouncing 
“æ” here either.

Also the American speaker can speak 
louder or quieter, raise and lower the 
timbre, pause and emphasize individual 
words. Australians do this much less.



Lexis

Elevator
Grocery store

Cookie

Lift
Supermarket

Biscuit

Colour
Neighbour
Humour

Color
Neighbor
Humor

an Australian
Breakfast

a university

an Aussie
Brekkie

a uni

American                                 Australian



Grammar

Irregular Verbs
Like the British, Australians 
tend to use irregular forms, 

while Americans prefer the -
ed form.

Collective Nouns
The second aspect is the use 

of verbs with collective 
nouns. For example, 

The group was organised five 
years ago.

The group were drinking 
coffee during the break.



Comic
The comic is about an Australian 
student Jake who goes to the USA 
for a student exchange program to
learn American English. Through 
interactions with locals, the student 
learns new words and forms a 
friendship with the student Ray 
from the USA. 





Conclusion
To conclude, we explored and presented you the 

differences of vocabulary, pronunciation options, common 
phrases and expressions between Americans and 

Australians and their cultural Interaction.



RESOURCES
Internet Sources
● 1. Aussie slang dictionary- Access mode: 

https://aussie-lingo.html (10.02.2019)
● 2. Wikipedia. Australian English -Access mode: 

https://ru.wikipedia.org.wiki (7.02.2019)
● 3. Osobennosti-avstraliiskogo-angliiskogo -

Access mode: https://Englishwithexperts.com 
(6.02.2019)

● 4. Razlichija-mezhdu-avstralijskim-i-britanskim 
anglijskim.-Access mode: 
http://www.study.ru/support/lib/ (8.02.2019)

Research
● 1. Veykhman G.A. Spoken English from England 

to New Zealand - M.: Eksmo, 2014 - 352 p.
● 2. Oshchepkova V.V. Concise English-Russian 

linguistic and cultural dictionary: Great Britain, 
USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand - M.: Flinta: 
Science, 2001.- 176 p.

● 3. Macquarie Library Electronic Dictionary.
Australianisms - N.A., 2014-1940 c.



CREDITS: This presentation template was 
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THANKS
FOR ATTENTION!

Do you have any questions?

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr

